Curriculum covered in Year 1 Summer 1 Half Term 2022.
English
Explorers
Children read “We’re Going
on a Bear Hunt” and use the
story to write their own
narratives and letters the
bear and the mayor.

Grammar
The children will learn about
the rules for making plurals
of nouns.

Maths
Measurement- we will compare,
describe and solve problems
with length and height eg tall
short, longer/shorter and
capacity and volume eg
full/empty, less than, more than,
half full. We will learn about
weight and mass and use
vocabulary such as heavier and
lighter. We will solve problems
with measures.
Number:
Multiplication and Division for
2s, 5s and 10s. We will learn
about grouping, sharing and
using arrays.

Music
Your imagination
All the learning in this unit is
focused around one pop
song: Your Imagination.
Children will listen to and
Appraise the song Your
Imagination and other songs
about using your
Imagination such as
Supercalifragilisticexpialidoci
ous from Mary Poppins,
Pure Imagination from Willy
Wonka & The Chocolate
Factory soundtrack,
Daydream Believer by The
Monkees, Rainbow
Connection from The
Muppet Movie and A Whole
New World from Aladdin.

Art
Taught in Summer 2

Spanish
Numbers 1-10
Greetings/farewells
Name phrases
Names of members of a
family

Science

Computing

Introduction to Plants

Data

During 'Introduction to
Plants,' children will
begin to know the parts
of a plant, understand the
conditions a plant needs
for healthy growth and
see how they change
over time. As part of the
unit, learners will also be
thinking about plants that
are grown as crops, and
how we use them as
food. Throughout this
course, the children will
have the opportunity to
grow and observe the
growth of their own
plants.

Pupils learn what
data is & different
ways that it can be
represented, both
with & without a
computer. They
develop their
understanding of why
data is useful, how it
can be used & ways
in which it can be
gathered & recorded
both by humans &
computers.

Design Technology

RE

Cooking and Nutrition:
Making a Seaside Snack
The class will be tasting,
exploring and thinking
about a range of foods.
The lessons centre
around a different
element of a picnic,
encouraging the class to
experience the flavours,
textures and colours of
different foods. Then the
children will have the
opportunity to design
their own seaside picnic,
while thinking carefully
about what makes a
balanced meal.

1.7 What does it mean
to belong to a faith
community?
- Children will recognise
and name some
symbols of belonging
from their own
experience, for
Christians and at least
one other religion,
suggesting what these
might mean and why
they matter to believers.
- They will give an
account of what
happens at a traditional
Christian infant baptism.

Geography
Weather
Developing work
covered on seasons
and weather
children learn about
different types of
weather in their
immediate
environment and the
four seasons. The
children will look at
hot and cold areas of
the world and the
impact of weather
types. They will have
opportunities to
observe and record
the weather and
present their own
weather forecasts.

Games
Net & wall game
skills 1

Sports
Development:
Net & Wall skills

History
Taught in Summer 2

Citizenship/PHSE
Pollution: Expedition to Planet Bluebell
This lesson explores the issues of pollution of our
planet and sustainable power. It is based around an
animated story, involving the Go-Givers characters,
in which creatures from a friendly planet are invited
to help clean up Earth.
Go Givers playground
Pupils will consider the varying needs and interests
of the Go-Giver characters and design a playground
that matches these requirements. They will work in
groups to present their ideas and agree rules that
will keep the Go-Givers safe and happy in their
playground.

